• **ERASMUS**
  STANDARD GROUP COURSE • 5 individual lessons per week focusing on teaching, methodology and teaching practice.
  Special course for Italian teachers (LS) in line with the new EU mobility programme for education and training.
  1 week: 20 group lessons • 5 individual lessons Euro 510.00
  2 weeks: 40 group lessons • 10 individual lessons Euro 870.00

• **50 • COURSE 20 lessons a week • Special activities**
  1 week Euro 400.00
  2 weeks Euro 700.00
  3 weeks Euro 1,050.00
  4 weeks Euro 1,400.00
  each further week Euro 350.00
  Bus/train/boat tickets are **not** included.

• **SCHOOL and COLLEGE GROUP (min. 6 students)**
  price on request

• **ON LINE LESSON (Skype) - 1 lesson**
  Euro 38.00

• **INDIVIDUAL COURSE (1 student - 1 teacher) - 1 lesson**
  Euro 40.00

• **DUETTO COURSE (2 students - 1 teacher) - 1 lesson**
  Euro 50.00

• **TRIETTO COURSE (3 students - 1 teacher) - 1 lesson**
  Euro 60.00